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John Marrs is an author and former
journalist based in London and
Northamptonshire. After spending his
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worlds of television, film and music for
numerous national newspapers and
magazines, he is now a full-time author. 

ABOUT THE BOOK
How far would you run to escape your
past? Venice Beach, Los Angeles. A
paradise on earth. Tourists flock to
the golden coast and the promise of
Hollywood. 

But for eight strangers at a beach
front hostel, there is far more on
their mind than an extended vacation. 

All of them are running from
something. And they all have secrets
they’d kill to keep . . .
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The author introduces us to his ensemble cast one-by-one. Who would
you say is the main character? Do you have a favourite character? How
does your opinion of them change throughout the novel? 

Whose storyline surprised you most? Were there any twists you felt
were predictable?

Secrets are a theme of The Vacation. How well does the author hide
them from us? Is it important we find out information at the same time
as the characters?

What do you think the difference is between a vacation and travelling?

Grief and loss are a key feature in a number of the author’s storylines.
Do you think they are well-managed? Consider Tommy’s grief, alongside
Matty and Declan’s relationship, and the past life Savannah is running
from.

How many sittings did it take you to read this book? It’s engaging and
fast-paced, how do you think the author achieves this? 

Consider Jake’s storyline, alongside Zak Stanley’s fate. Discuss the
nature of celebrity.

The One by John Marrs
The Beach by Alex Garland
I Know You by Claire McGowan
One Small Mistake by Dandy Smith
The Curfew by T.M. Logan

FURTHER READING

DISCUSSION POINTS

Meet John Marrs, an interview with Harrogate International Crime Festival

The Currently Reading Podcast, minisode audio interview: An Interview with "The
Passengers" Author John Marrs

John Marrs for Poets In, the creative mental health charity, on Writing About Darker,
Complex Issues

USEFUL LINKS

John posts regular news updates and
interviews on his website, read and
watch at www.johnmarrsauthor.com

Follow John on twitter @johnmarrs1
and Instagram @johnmarrs.author
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